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Abstract: The authors of the present paper sought to conduct a numerical study on the convection
heat transfer, along with the radiation and entropy generation (EGE) of a nanofluids (NFs) in a
two and three-dimensional square enclosure, by using the FVM. The enclosure contained a high-
temperature blade in the form of a vertical elliptical quadrant in the lower corner of the enclosure.
The right edge of the enclosure was kept at low temperature, while the other edges were insulated.
The enclosure was subjected to a magnetic field (MGF) and could be adjusted to different angles.
In this research, two laboratory relationships dependent on temperature and volume fraction were
used to simulate thermal conductivity and viscosity. The variables of this problem were Ra, Ha, RAP,
nanoparticle (NP) volume fraction, blade aspect ratio, enclosure angles, and MGF. Evaluating the
effects of these variables on heat transfer rate (HTR), EGE, and Be revealed that increasing the Ra
and reducing the Ha could increase the HTR and EGE. On the other hand, adding radiation HTR
to the enclosure increased the overall HTR. Moreover, an augmentation of the volume fraction of
magnesium oxide NPs led to an increased amount of HTR and EGE. Furthermore, any changes to
the MGF and the enclosure angle imposed various effects on the HTR. The results indicated that
an augmentation of the size of the blade increased and then decreased the HTR and the generated
entropy. Finally, increasing the blade always increased the Be.

Keywords: elliptical blade; natural convection; entropy generation; radiation; MgO/water nanofluid

1. Introduction

Thus far, a large body of research has been conducted on nanofluids (NFs), which
are referred to as fluids containing one or more NPs in a base fluid [1–3]. Given that the
fluids used in industry have a low heat transfer rate (HTR) coefficient, researchers have
emphasized adding solid particles to the base fluid as one of the approaches to increase
thermal conductivity. However, the main problem with adding particles to fluid is the
increased pumping power and the wear caused by the particles in the system. Hence, some
researchers have proposed using these particles in nano size, resulting in improvements of
thermal conductivity and decreases of the disadvantages of using solid particles. Therefore,
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conducting research in this field has led researchers to use NFs instead of fluids in their
studies [4–6]. Due to the advantages of numerical simulation, many researchers have used
numerical methods to analyze fluid flow and heat transfer [7–11].

In this regard, closed enclosures are among the uses of NFs [12–16]. These enclosures
have been used in various industries. In one study on enclosures with NFs, Pordanjani
et al. [17] examined HTR in a closed enclosure using the volume control method. After
utilizing aluminum oxide water as the NF, the results indicated an augmentation of HTR by
replacing NFs with a simple fluid. Ra, which is one of the parameters considered in most
papers related to the enclosure, shows the magnitude of the fluid convection in an enclosure.
In most papers, such as [17], increasing the Ra increases HTR in the enclosure. Regarding
the specific applications of the enclosure, researchers have introduced new parameters and
examined their effects on the HTR in an enclosure. The magnetic field (MGF) is one of these
parameters that has been widely used in industry [18–20]. Accordingly, a large number
of studies have evaluated the effect of the field on enclosures containing NFs [21–23].
Ghasemi et al. [24] examined the effect of an MGF on the flow field in a square enclosure
and measured the variation HTR by changing the Ha. The results of their research revealed
the weakening effect of the MGF on the flow fluid in the enclosure. Furthermore, increasing
the strength of the MGF has an adverse effect on HTR and reduces its magnitude. The
radiation HTR is another important parameter in the HTR that plays an important role
in the flow field and temperature in enclosures. Among previous studies addressing
the impact of radiation on the enclosure containing NFs [25–30], Karimipour et al. [31]
performed a comprehensive study on natural convection heat transfer (NCHT) with NF
radiation in a closed enclosure. For this, they studied the effect of radiation and its absence
using a rectangular enclosure with dimension of 1 × 5. Their results suggested that
radiation heat transfer causes considerable errors in HTR calculations. Considering the
wide use of closed enclosures in various industries, energy consumption in these devices
is of great importance, necessitating measures to reduce their energy consumption by
increasing efficiency. An enclosure works as a heat exchanger in many industries, and
any waste in it leads to increased energy consumption. Evaluating the waste from the
viewpoint of the second law of thermodynamics or entropy generation (EGE) has been
a reliable method for many years to examine the efficiency of various devices [32–37].
Pordanjani et al. [38] carefully analyzed the EGE in a closed enclosure by considering a
square enclosure with NFs. They studied the effects of applying different temperature
profiles on HTR and EGE at different Ra and Ha values. According to their results, a similar
trend was observed in the variations of entropy and HTR, such that an augmentation of
the Ra and a decrease in the Ha were found to increase HTR and EGE simultaneously.

As mentioned in the background research, NCHT has been significantly utilized in
various engineering industrial applications, including solar collectors, high-temperature
heat exchangers, industrial furnaces, solar industries, and devices that operate at high
temperatures. However, many of these devices are exposed to MGFs, and their efficiency
should be evaluated to reduce energy consumption. Instead of base fluids, NFs can be
used in enclosures to intensify the efficiency of these devices. Additionally, adding blades
is an approach to increase the thermal efficiency of heat transfer devices. Considering the
use of square and flat blades to increase HTR in previous research, it is now necessary to
examine the effect of using other geometric shapes such as the ellipse as a blade. Therefore,
the authors of this paper sought to study a closed 2D and 3D enclosure under the angular
MGF from the viewpoint of fluids and heat. NFs have been used as heat transfer agents to
improve thermal efficiency. To improve heat transfer conditions, an elliptic quadrant-liked
blade was used at the corner of the enclosure; this can be referred to as the innovation of
this paper. Then, the relations derived from the experimental data were used to simulate
the thermal conductivity and viscosity. These relationships were found to depend on the
volume fraction of the NPs and the temperature. Another innovation of this article is the
type of the NF used in the process. In summary, the novelty of the present work is the use
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of an MgO/water nanofluid in a cavity while considering volumetric radiation and despite
the elliptical barrier being under the influence of a magnetic field.

2. Problem Definition

A two and three-dimensional square enclosure, with dimensions L, contains MgO/water
NFs. The enclosure has an angle ofωwith the horizon. There is a blade with a temperature
of Th at the bottom left edge of the enclosure. This blade is a part of the vertical ellipse. The
right edge is at Tc, while the left, upper, and lower edges are insulated. An MGF with an
intensity of B0 is applied to the enclosure. The MGF has an angle of γ with respect to the
horizon. NCHT occurs inside the enclosure due to the temperature difference of the edges.
The Boussinesq approximation is used to create the buoyancy force. Figure 1 illustrates the
geometry of the desired enclosure.
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2.1. Governing Equations

The main equations governing the fluid flow are written below [17,34], and they
consider the following assumptions:

• Laminar steady flow.
• Incompressible and Newtonian Fluid.
• No viscosity loss
• Homogeneity of nanofluid and establishing the overall balance between nanoparticles

and fluid

∂U
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+
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∂Y

= 0 (1)
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In Equation (4), Rd is defined as 4T3
C

k f

σe
βR

, and the value ζ is expressed as
µn f T0

k f

(
αf

L(Th−TC)

)2

in Equation (5). In addition, the definition of the dimensionless numbers of Rayleigh (Ra),
Prandtl (Pr), Hartmann (Ha), Local Nusselt (NuY), and Bejan (Be) are as follows:

X, Y, A, B, L =
x, y, a, b, l

l
, U, V =

u, v l
αf

, P =
Pl2

ρnfα
2
f

, θ =
T − Tc

Th − Tc
,

r =
ϑ f

α f
, Ra =

gβ f l3(Th − Tc)

αfϑ f
, Ha = B0l

√
σf

ρ f ϑ f
, Be =

Sgen,T

STotal
, NuY =

hL
k f

+ NuRd (6)

By integrating on the surface of the enclosure, we can obtain the total entropy and the
mean Be.

Stot =
∫

SgendΩ =
1x

0

SgendXdY (7)

BeAve =
1x

0

BedXdY (8)

Using the dimensionless parameters and defining the local Nu, the average Nu that is
derived by integrating on the cold edge from the local Nusselt is obtained by Relation (9):

Nu = − 1
L

kn f

k f

∫ L

0

(
∂θ

∂X

)
dY (9)

Figure 2 shows the problem’s boundary conditions without dimensions.
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2.2. Relationships Related to NF Properties

In general, various relations can be used to express an NF’s thermal conductivity and
viscosity. In this research, the relationships proposed by references [39] and [40] were used
for the conductivity coefficient and the viscosity, respectively. The relation expressed by
Esfe et al. [39] was obtained from laboratory data for magnesium oxide and water NFs. This
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relationship is applicable to the above-mentioned NFs and depends on various factors such
as the NP volume percentage, temperature, and diameter. The relationship is as follows:

kn f
kb f

= 1.1507 + 0.05ϕ − 0.013dp + 0.0038T − 0.0049ϕdp0.0006ϕT − 0.0019dpT − 0.0057ϕ2 − 0.0012T2−
0.0013ϕdpT + 0.0013ϕ2dp

(10)

Khodadadi et al. [40] proposed a relationship for the viscosity of magnesium oxide
NFs that was derived from a laboratory study:

µn f

µb f
= 11.938 + 0.258eϕ1.077 − 2.286eT0.266

+ 0.679T (11)

Other NF properties can be calculated from the following equations.

σn f = (1 −ϕ)σf +ϕσp (12)

ρnf = (1 −ϕ)ρf +ϕρp (13)

(ρβ)nf = (1 −ϕ)(ρβ)f +ϕ(ρβ)p (14)(
ρcp

)
nf
= (1 −ϕ)

(
ρcp

)
f
+ϕ

(
ρcp

)
p

(15)

αnf =
knf(
ρcp

)
nf

(16)

Table 1 presents different thermophysical properties for magnesium oxide and wa-
ter NPs.

Table 1. Thermophysical properties for magnesium oxide and water NPs [41,42].

CP (J/kg·k) k (W/m·k) ρ (kg/m3) µ (kg/m·s) σ dp (nm)

Water 4179 0.613 997.1 0.001 0.05 (Ω·m)−1 -

MgO 937 0.613 3580 - 2.6 × 10−5(s·m)−1 20

2.3. Numerical Methods

Equations (1)–(5) are the main equations governing fluid flow that should be solved by
software to obtain the desired results. Figure 2 provides the boundary conditions required
for this purpose. In this regard, a SIMPLE code written in FORTRAN software was used to
simultaneously solve the equations and obtain the results for writing algebraic equations
of volume control. In addition, the convergence criterion was used as follows:

Φ = ∑J∑I

∣∣∣∣ϕn+1 −ϕn

ϕn+1

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 10−8 (17)

For the numerical solution, it is first necessary to have a mesh geometry, for which we
used a regular square mesh, as shown in Figure 3 for a 2D enclosure.
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3. Validating and Evaluating the Grid-Independent Solution

The results of this research were compared to those of previous works to verify the
validity of the results obtained from the written code. We used two studies to ensure
the validity of the results. Table 2 compares the values of mean Nu with the results of
Aminossadati and Ghasemi’s [43] research for the NCHT inside a square enclosure. The
bottom edge of this enclosure (which is heated from below) and the vertical edges have
low temperatures (cold). According to Table 2, the values of Nu are close to each other for
both works.

Table 2. Comparing the average Nu values of this study and with different Ra values.

103 104 105 106 Ra

[43] 5.39 5.41 6.95 13.66
Num

Present work 5.38 5.40 6.93 13.48

Err% 0.1 0.1 0.2 1.3

Table 3 reports the next comparison performed between the amounts of entropy
generated in a square enclosure derived from this paper and [44] at different RAP values
of the enclosure. Accordingly, a slight difference was observed between the results of this
work and the desired article.

Table 3. Comparing the EGE of the present study and at different RAP values, with Ra = 105,
ϕ = 0.03, and Ha = 20.

0 1 2 3 Rd

[44] 2.86 2.87 2.95 3.05
Stot

Present Work 2.85 2.86 2.99 3.09

Err% 1 0.6 1.3 1.3

Then, reviews were performed to evaluate the effect of the number of grid points on the
results of the solution. Table 4 represents an example of these reviews for Ha = 20, AR =
0.45 − 0.6, γ = 45, ω = 0, ϕ = 0.03, Rd = 1, and Ra = 105. Based on the results, it is
obvious that the solutions remained almost the same for grids smaller than 120 × 120.
Thus, we selected a uniform 120 × 120 grid for running programs.

Table 4. Evaluating the effect of the number of grid points on the studied parameters.

60 × 60 80 × 80 100 × 100 120 × 120 140 × 140 160 × 160 Grid

3.75 3.97 4.18 4.21 4.21 4.21 Nu

4.80 5.09 5.86 6.11 6.11 6.11 Stot
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Changes in RAP and Ra

Figure 4 demonstrates the speed contours for the above-mentioned values. As ob-
served, positive changes in the strength of the flow field were made by increasing the Ra
and RAP values, although the magnitude of the increase in the flow field was significantly
higher than that of the RAP due to the high dependency of the flow field on the Ra. Never-
theless, changing the level of radiation failed to significantly affect the field strength. On
the other hand, the Ra and the flow field were strongly dependent on each other, and any
changes in the Ra changed the field strength. Therefore, the strongest vortex occurred at Ra
106 and the RAP value of 2. Ultimately, an augmentation of the Ra increased the buoyancy
force, resulting in a stronger vortex and flow function.
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Figure 5 depicts the temperature contours for the above-mentioned values. Concerning
the isotherm lines, it was observed that changing both parameters of Ra and RAP affected
the isotherm parameter and changed the lines. Compared to the RAP, changing the Ra
significantly affects the temperature field due to its greater disruption of the fluid. Though
this process was found to disrupt the isothermal lines, it also had a great effect on them.
The variation of RAP, which has a heat transfer mechanism and therefore did not impose
great effects on the isothermal lines affected by the flow field, increased the radiation heat
transfer. In this way, increasing the Ra increased the strength of the flow field, highly
disrupted the fluid inside the enclosure, and led to irregular isothermal lines that were
regular and flat with the low Ra values.
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Figure 5. Isothermal line for Ha = 20, AR = 0.45 − 0.6, γ = 45, ω = 0, ϕ = 0.03, and different Rayleigh number and
RAP values.

Figure 6 shows the diagrams of the mean Nu, generated entropy, and Be for the stated
values. As shown, an augmentation of the Ra and RAP increased the average Nu. It is
worth noting that the increase caused by the Ra was due to the increase in the NCHT,
while the increased Nu resulted was due to the increase in the radiation heat transfer.
Furthermore, increasing the Ra caused fluid disruption in the enclosure and increased the
temperature gradient near the edge and blade, resulting in an increasing HTR. On the
other hand, an augmentation of the RAP raised the HTR by amplifying the radiation heat
transfer. The changes in EGE and Nu depended on similar factors such as velocity and
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temperature variation, and augmentations of the Ra, velocity, and temperature increased
the total generated entropy. As shown in the Be diagram, increasing the Ra reduced the
Be value, while the RAP failed to significantly affect this value. Be is the ratio of thermal
entropy to the total generated entropy. The results also indicated that an augmentation of
the Ra increased the total generated entropy and reduced the Be. However, changing the
RAP had no significant effect on the EGE and, subsequently, the Be.
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Figure 6. Mid Nu (a), total EGE (b), and Be (c) for Ha = 20, AR = 0.45 − 0.6, γ = 45, ω = 0, ϕ = 0.03, and different
Rayleigh number and RAP values.

4.2. Ha Variation

Figure 7 illustrates the velocity and temperature contours for the above-mentioned
values. As shown, increasing the Ha reduced the strength of fluid displacement in the
enclosure. Furthermore, decreasing the NCHT in the enclosure decreased the velocity of
the vortices. It should be noted that the reduction in the flow contours was observed in
the form of a decreased value of flow function. In general, it can be said that the stronger
the MGF, the higher the resulting force, which is called Lorentz force and is applied to the
MGF. In isothermal field lines, an augmentation of the Ha decreased the congestion in the
upper and lower regions of the enclosure. Accordingly, increasing the force from the MGF
decreased the fluid velocity and thus reduced the temperature difference in the enclosure,
which was seen as a reduction in the congestion of isotherm lines.
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Figure 7. Stream and isothermal lines for Ra = 105, Rd = 1, AR = 0.45 − 0.6, γ = 45, ω = 0, ϕ = 0.03, and various
Ha values.

Figure 8 provides the mean Nu and EGE for constant and variable values. Considering
the diagram of the Nu and EGE, it can be seen that an augmentation of the Ha decreased
these two values. On the other hand, an augmentation of the strength of MGF was
interpreted increasing Lorentz force in the enclosure, resulting in a reduction of the velocity
of the fluid in the enclosure in the first phase and a decrease of the temperature difference
along the constant-temperature edges in the second phase due to the decrease in fluid
velocity. Given the dependence of entropy on temperature difference and velocity, an
augmentation of the Ha reduced the amount of EGE. Though entropy depends on the MGF,
the dependent parameter is much smaller than that of the two entropies that dependent
on the temperature difference and velocity. Both graphs indicate the changes in terms of
the volume percentage of NPs. In this case, both graphs show an ascending trend with
increasing NPs in water. The addition of NPs increased the thermal conductivity of the
fluid and ultimately increased HTR and EGE.
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4.3. Changes in the MGF Angle

Figure 9 displays the velocity and temperature contours for the above-mentioned
values. Changes in the angle of the MGF changed the angle of the magnetic force, which
may have affected the vortex strength and caused changes in the number of vortices, their
direction, and strength. Hence, the amount of the flow function was increased at the center
of the vortex more than in its previous state by increasing the angle of the MGF from 0 to
90 degrees. Regarding the isothermal field lines, changing the angle of the MGF highlighted
variations in their curvature, and changing the angle of the enclosure caused changes in
the curvature of the isotherms. Additionally, increasing the velocity of the fluid flow in the
enclosure led to fluid disruption, resulting in an increase of the curvature of the lines in the
isothermal field.
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Figure 9. Stream and isothermal lines for Ra = 105, Rd = 1, Ha = 20, AR = 0.45 − 0.6, ω = 0, ϕ = 0.03, and various
MGF angles.
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Figure 10 shows the local Nu on the cold edges for the above-mentioned values.
According to the local Nu, increasing the angle of the MGF increased the HTR in the lower
part of the edge and decreased its value near the edge due to the collision of hot fluid in the
cold edge. In the horizontal MGF mode, the highest impact of hot fluid collision occurred
in the upper part of the edge, which created heat transfer in this place that was greater than
that of any other case. It can be stated that increasing the angle of the MGF to 90 degrees
increased the amount of HTR in the middle of the edge and reduced the amount of HTR
above the enclosure.
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Figure 10. Local Nu for Ra = 105, Rd = 1, Ha = 20, AR = 0.45 − 0.6, ω = 0, ϕ = 0.03, and various
MGF angles.

Figure 11 shows vertical velocity and dimensionless temperature diagrams plotted in
the middle horizontal line of the enclosure. In the vertical velocity diagram, an augmen-
tation of the MGF angle increased the velocity of the enclosure to its maximum level. In
this case, a stronger vortex was created in the enclosure due to its better conditions. The
temperature diagram shows that changing the angle of the MGF led to a slight change in
the dimensional temperature in the middle of the enclosure. Since no specific change was
observed in the temperature at the side of the edges, the temperature was 1 at the beginning
of the edge. There was a blade in this region of which the dimensionless temperature was
1, a value that decreased as the blade approached the temperature of the cold edge.
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Figure 11. Dimensionless velocity (a) and dimensionless temperature (b) at Y = 0.5 for Ra = 105, Rd = 1, Ha = 20, AR =

0.45 − 0.6, ω = 0, ϕ = 0.03, and various MGF angles.

4.4. Changes in Enclosure Angle

Figure 12 provides the velocity and temperature contours for the above-mentioned
values. Changing the angle of the enclosure essentially changed the angle of the gravi-
tational acceleration in the momentum equation. Since the NCHT depends on the angle
of the gravitational acceleration, any change in the angle of the enclosure affected this
acceleration. The direction of the buoyancy force was in line with the gravitational force
and opposite to its direction. Hence, changing the angle of the enclosure significantly
affected the angle of the buoyancy force, such that an augmentation of the enclosure angle
increased the number of vortices from one to two in the field of flow lines. As shown
in temperature field, increasing the angle of the enclosure increased the curvature of the
isotherm lines in the middle of the enclosure due to the increased number of vortices
from one to two; this resulted in a greater degree of fluid disruption in the middle of the
enclosure and at the collision area of the two vortices.
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Figure 12. Stream and isothermal lines for Ra = 105, Rd = 1, Ha = 20, AR = 0.45 − 0.6, γ = 45, ϕ = 0.03, and different
cavity angles.

Figure 13 illustrates the values of the local Nu on the cold edge of the enclosure for
the above-mentioned values. The enclosure’s angle variation, especially at high angles,
significantly affected the heat transfer from the cold edge, such that verticalizing the
enclosure replaced the area with the most heat transfer. The vertical enclosure of the
fluid collided with the cold edge in the middle of the fluid hot edge, but this issue mostly
occurred at the upper part of the edge. Therefore, in the vertical enclosure, the highest
HTR was observed in the middle of the edge, although the highest Nu could be found at
the bottom of the edge.
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different cavity angles.
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Figure 14 shows vertical velocity and dimensionless temperature diagrams, which
are plotted on the horizontal middle line of the enclosure for high values. It can be
observed that changes in the enclosure angle considerably affected the vertical velocity in
the enclosure, such that verticalizing the enclosure changed the extremums of the velocity.
After increasing the angle of the enclosure, it was observed that there was a relative increase
in the velocity values. However, verticalizing the enclosure led to various changes in the
enclosure and the formation of two vortices. Considering the temperature diagram, the
temperature variations were low in the variation range of the enclosure angle from 0 to
60 ◦C. However, verticalizing the enclosure led to more changes in the dimensionless
temperature and generally changed the temperature profile due to the changes in the
number and strength of the vortices because of the changed angle of the enclosure.
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Figure 14. Dimensionless velocity (a) and dimensionless temperature (b) at Y = 0.5 for Ra = 105, Rd = 1, Ha = 20, AR =

0.45 − 0.6, γ = 45, ϕ = 0.03, and different cavity angles.

4.5. Changes in Aspect Ratio

Figure 15 provides the velocity and temperature contours for the above-mentioned
values. As shown, increasing the size of the hot blade imposed various effects on the
temperature and flow fields. Blade enlargement both increased the level of heat exchange
between the fluid and the heated edge and reduced the volume of the enclosure for fluid
flow. On the other hand, an augmentation of the level of heat exchange caused the fluid
to be warm along a greater length of the blade, resulting in a warmer fluid. Furthermore,
reducing the space in the enclosure caused the fluid to have less chance for displacement
and decreased its velocity. In the flow field, it was first observed that the enlargement of the
blade increased the flow function, although it decreased afterward. Consequently, blade
enlargement in the temperature field reduced the arc of the isotherm lines and, in turn,
increased their congestion along the constant temperature edges, especially the cold edge.

In general, an augmentation of the size of the blade first increased and then decreased
the HTR. First, the enlargement of the blade due to the increased heat exchange between
the blade and the fluid ultimately increased the Nu. However, the excessive increase of
the blade reduced the space inside the enclosure, resulting in a sharp decline in the fluid
velocity, a decreased displacement, and a reduced HTR. The entropy changes depend on the
values of velocity and temperature, and an augmentation of the size of the blade increased
the congestion of the isotherm lines near the constant temperature edges. Despite the initial
increase, a decreasing trend was observed in the values of velocity, which increased the
entropy of heat transfer and reduced the entropy of fluid loss. Based on the results, the
entropy first increased and then the enlargement of the blade decreased it, which was
a similar trend to that of the Nu. It is noteworthy that an increasing trend was always
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observed in the changes of the Be due to the blade enlargement. The reason for this trend
was the increase in thermal entropy by enlarging the blade, which caused the values of the
Be to follow an ascending trend (Table 5).
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Table 5. Mid Nu, total EGE, and Be for Ra = 105, Rd = 1, Ha = 20, γ = 45, ω = 0, ϕ = 0.03, and
different aspect ratios.

AR = 0.15–0.2 AR = 0.3–0.4 AR = 0.34–0.6 AR = 0.6–0.8

Nu 2.31 3.43 4.04 3.92
Stot 4.05 5.62 6.18 5.55
Be 0.37 0.47 0.56 0.70

5. Conclusions

By using MgO/water NFs, the authors of this study sought to evaluate NCHT with
volumetric radiation and EGE in a two and three-dimensional square enclosure. The
enclosure was subjected to an MGF with different angles, and the enclosure had its own
different angles. A hot elliptic blade was located in the corner of the enclosure. The most
important results of this research are as follows:

First, increasing the Ra and RAP increased the Nu. Furthermore, an augmentation of
the Ra increased the entropy and decreased the Be.

Second, increasing the Ha decreased the Nu and EGE.
Third, adding NPs to the base fluid would increase HTR and EGE in the enclosure.
Fourth, an augmentation of the MGF angle from 0 to 90 degrees could increase the

maximum value of the flow function in the flow contour.
Finally, increasing the elliptically shaped blade’s aspect ratio increased the Nu and

entropy in the enclosure. However, a further increase in the aspect ratio was able to
significantly decrease both of these values. In this case, increasing the aspect ratio always
increased the Be.
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Abbreviations

Nomenclatures
a Bigger diameter fin
A Non-dimensional bigger diameter fin
AR Aspect ratio
b Smaller diameter fin
B Non-dimensional smaller diameter fin
B0 Magnetic field strength
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure
g Gravity
Ha Hartmann number
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k Thermal conductivity
l Non-dimensional enclosure height
L Enclosure height
Nu Nusselt number
P Pressure
Pr Prandtl number
Ra Rayleigh number
Rd Radiation parameter
S Entropy
T Temperature
u, v Velocity in the x and y directions
x, y Cartesian coordinates
Greek letters
ω angel of magnetic field (MGF)
σ The electrical conductivity
ϕ solid volume fraction
ψ Stream function value
α Thermal diffusivity
ρ Density
µ Dynamic viscosity
γ angel of cavity
Subscripts
C Cold
f fluid
H Hot
lm Average
n f Nanofluid (NF)
p Nanoparticle (NP)
tot Total
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